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SUPERCIRCUS
The brand new platform & radio for musicians, producers & MI business.

WEBPORTAL
www.supercircus.de | www.supercircusradio.com

Supermember
Supermember is the artist & industry family,
united by creative work and a love of what they do.
and love of what they do, and are the BASIS of the entire
value chain.

Jukebox
With the modern jukebox „the next generation“ we are
we are taking up the original idea from the 50s and crea-
ting and create a presentation opportunity for musicians 
and producers and their songs/productions beyond 
streaming.

Superaward
In various categories we award established and
and up-and-coming members with the Supercircus Radio 
Award.

Supergear
We make sure you have the equipment you need for 
your musician & producer life.
on stage, in the rehearsal room or in the studio atmo-
sphere.

Supernews
Moderated information from the social media channels
of the community in ONE overview.
In the Supercircus SocialFeed you will find the current
Supercircus community in real time.

RADIOSENDER 
radio.de | phonostar | magenta tv
radioguide.fm | web | app (APPLE & PLAY) | portal

SuperRadio
nationwide, state-licensed radio station
(State Media Authority / Gema / GVL)
Cooperation with major portals and own apps

24/7 Sendeprogramm
in accordance with the Media State Treaty of the State 
Media Authority
Placement of songs by members (SUPERMEMBER)

News
Moderation in D/UK
IInformation, facts and figures form the focus.

Superlounge
Moderation  in D/UK
Space for interesting topics, moderations, guests, state-
ments, interviews, performances.

Go Live
The show from the club, the rehearsal room, the hip 
location.
LIVE! Modern APP-technology for musicians, bands and 
promoters.

SOCIALMEDIA
@supercircusradio | #supercircusradio

Good News
Word & image contributions, editorially prepared, + 
LINKS

Artists & Bands
Integration in all channels + re-posts
Add | Hashtags | Share

Handel & Industrie
Editorial posts tailored to the target group
High-reach productions (video, image, audio)

Social Posts
cumulative presentation of the channels, or takeover
of the contents WITHOUT algorithm in REAL TIME.

Radio Days
Network meeting (ANALOG) of all protagonists.
Exchange of information - presentation - communication



What is Supercircus?
Supercircus is the brand new platform for MI busi-
ness, musicians & producers.

The platform architecture is of strategic importance 
for the communication of all matters - be it, to be 
specific, that of a song, a „message“, an announce-
ment or a new presentation of a brand or a product 
- in the national and international perception.

Our CONTENT-SPREAD-STRATEGY is target-orien-
ted, holistic and forward-looking.

That is why we see Supercircus as a MEDIA-TRILOGY, 
consisting of

WEBPORTAL | RADIOSENDER | SOCIALMEDIA,

reaches people on their personal device, i.e. end device.

Supercircus is characterised by three outstanding strengths:
Integration | Consistency | Personalisation.

All in all, Supercircus offers an inimitable digital customer
DIGITAL CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.

Why does Supercircus exist?
The communication landscape has changed.
After we decided to no longer organise the new leading music fair in 
Leipzig, we had many discussions with industry, trade and musicians 
about the needs of our sector. 

The result was a completely new construct that takes into account the 
contemporary possibilities for the presentation and communication of 
musical instruments, brands and music as such.

Looking beyond the horizon shows the necessity to involve all protago-
nists of the transformation process.

IT´S ALL ABOUT
10 QUESTIONS - 10 ANSWERS



What does Supercircus stand for?
The overarching goal of Supercircus is the sustainable promotion of 
active music making and production across the entire value chain. 

With a focus on encouraging active music making, we want to sustai-
nably strengthen and promote music makers and those active in the MI 
sector. 

This goal is realised - in particular - by improving the position of mu-
sic makers, manufacturers and dealers of musical instruments and 
equipment (MI sector) in Germany/Europe, as well as maintaining and 
strengthening income and employment opportunities within the entire 
value-added process (MI sector, music makers, music services (event 
organisers, sound and lighting technicians)) in accordance with the gui-
ding principle:

„Active music-making should be worthwhile, be heard and noticed“.

How does Supercircus operate?
We achieve our goal by improving cooperation (networking) and know-
ledge transfer within the value creation process by means of

- Central & timely communication of music creators in Germany, inde-
pendent of common measures of success such as click numbers, likes, 
followers, or placement on streaming platforms.

- Central & contemporary communication of the possible infrastructure 
for the music creation process (user-specific for beginners, semi-profes-
sionals or professionals).

- Regular analogue and digital events for exchange, networking, know-
ledge transfer and creation of content to use for ongoing communica-
tion. (Performances, live streaming ...)

-Regular participation in relevant national and international fairs and 
exhibitions in a community network (cluster). 



What are the new modules that
Supercircus uses for implementation?

In its modern orientation, Supercircus can draw on a whole arsenal of 
new building blocks, i.e. modules. It starts with the visual representati-
on of the supermembers, who, in the best case, also receive awards for 
their work. It also includes a new jukebox, where tracks, podcasts and 
other audio content can be accessed.

Of course, the tracks offered can also be accessed on other platforms. 
But the probability that an interested party will choose exactly this track 
from an unmanageable mass is often very low. The Supercircus jukebox 
is much more selective here.

In the area of instruments and gear, we also rely on an exciting media 
mix of content in words and pictures on the portal, 
which is then in turn linked to moving images, audio 
files and individual social media channels.

This content is also recorded by the radio editorial 
team and communicated via the „Radio“ channel. 
Finally, the information is then picked up in the music 
programme and brought closer to the musician under 
the claim „That Great Sound“.

Is there anything more impressive than hearing equip-
ment in direct use under the best possible conditions 
and communicating it subtly? 

Good news from the editorial department also plays 
an important role. Informative - not sensational - is 
the order of the day. With the necessary expertise, the 
editorial and moderation team provides the community with relevant 
news and information. Entertaining and entertaining.

What is the unique selling point of
Supercircus?
For us, linked communication means that the relevant information from 
the portal, the social feeds and the radio is prepared and transferred for 
the individual channels.
Supercircus is at home in the important channels.

This process is bi-directional and real-time at Supercircus!

This makes Supercircus the only platform that multidirectionally trans-
forms content into SOCIALFEEDS and makes them visible on a holistic 
portal. The significant difference is that ALL SOCIALFEEDS are visible, 
regardless of the meta-algorithm. Visibility is therefore 100% guaran-
teed.

For us, naked „LIKES“ and „I LIKE“ numbers are not a stable currency. 
What counts for us when it comes to reach is the actual reach and the 
interactions achieved with it.



How important is Supercircus Radio?
The radio is the most important daily companion of Germans. In 2020, 
75 % of them tuned in to a station every day. Within four weeks, the 
rate of those who listen to audio on weekdays is even 93 %. Radio thus 
reaches the vast majority of Germans. 

In terms of credibility and seriousness, the medium of radio 
also continues to rank high. 

To get the most out of life, you should listen to Supercir-
cus Radio. This radio station in Leipzig offers an alterna-
tive for all those who are looking for something different 
from mainstream music and news broadcast by commer-
cial stations all over Europe, while satisfying the needs of 
their advertisers without caring about listener numbers or 
the quality of the content.

Supercircus is thus also active with its own radio station in 
a rapidly growing information channel.

We are proud of what we do, and we do it with total con-
viction.

For anyone not named Taylor Swift or Ed Sheeran, the 
linear radio programme is a blessing.

After all, it‘s almost impossible for newcomers to get on a 
good playlist on a streaming service. The radio program-
me plays their song - and it gets heard. Period.

Our Claim:
Radio is like streaming, only more
awesome!

Moreover, we do not see ourselves as competitors to streaming plat-
forms in any way. Quite the opposite.
We present the music and tracks of the protagonists and, of course, 
show all the associated artwork in the radio player, right down to the 
direct links to the leading portal. One click is enough to find out about 
the artist‘s or band‘s entire portfolio on Spotify.



What is the range?
The independent but thematically related channels form an inner unity 
and thus enable an unbelievably broad and deep communication with a 
large reach.
The Supercircus MEDIA-TRILOGY consisting of web portal, radio stati-
on and social media generates a cumulative reach of about one million 
contacts per year.

We reach the target group on the modern end devices that everyone 
has and which are in daily use:
SMARTPHONE | TABLET | LAPTOP | DESKTOP | SMARTSPEAKER

Our communication claim:
Always up-to-date. Always new. Always different and never boring!
With Supercircus, linked communication meets emotional content from 
the protagonists that people like to read, listen to, watch and share.

Where is Supercircus based?
The broadcasting centre transmits from its location in the heart of 
German culture from a city that is rich in tradition but always waiting for 
what is to come!

This makes Leipzig an ideal location for the editorial office, studio and 
marketing department. Supercircus Radio is a certified nationwide radio 
station in Leipzig, Germany.

When does  Supercircus „starts on air“?
Supercircus has had several successful beta tests in the past year. The 
front end, as well as the back end with the necessary media servers, is 
now available. In addition, the necessary apps for Apple and Android 
have been programmed and placed in the respective stores for a free 
download.

For a solid European communication, Supercircus is completely bilingu-
al. The moderations are in German as well as in English. Because, as we 
all know, communication does not stop at a national or federal border.

In addition, the important cooperations with the large radio portals 
such as radio.de and radio.net for international access, Phonostar and 
Magenta TV, as well as Radioguide.fm for the primarily British and Scan-
dinavian market were realised and implemented.

Who is behind Supercircus?
Behind Supercircus is a team and network of specialists and experts 
who have been at home in the MI and media & communications indus-
try for many years.
Since the company was founded, Esther Beringer has been managing 
the business, bringing customers together with users and products 
together with markets.

In doing so, authenticity and reliability are important to her. In the im-
plementation of projects, she also relies on these fundamentals. Since 
not all of Beringer‘s teams can be introduced at this point, she speaks 
for them: 

What we do, we do with passion and with the conviction to achieve our 
goals together. We can also be convinced of this because we know that 
we can do what we do.

How can Supercircus be reached?
We have the close name: www.supercircus.de ,
or www.supercircusradio.com for the online presence.

For the social feeds we use the hashtag supercircusradio.

In the radio portals, as well as in the app stores, we are listed under
Supercircus Radio.



Fine society. #sweatbloodtears

35° room temperature, a perceived 10 % oxygen content in the air, 105 
dB sound pressure and probably the hottest songs in the world! That‘s 
sweatbloodtears! That was the birth of this strong community. 

Legendary box & artists“ was and is more than just a short description.  
For us it is the claim and at the same time the obligation towards the mu-
sicians:inside with the unbroken passion to realise what started in 2016.

You are part of a community without airs and graces with one overriding 
goal: to make music!

You are excellent!
Supercircus Award.
The Supercircus Radio Awards (SCR Awards) recognise established and 
emerging members:ing in various categories with the coveted awards in 
different categories and genres.

These esteemed awards are a tribute to all the hard work, sweat or even 
tears of making music that people love to listen to - at least judging by 
how often they listen every minute.

It doesn‘t matter what complexity or qualities are in these songs; as long 
as someone enjoys listening to them and listens to them often, we are 
happy here, also on behalf of everyone else.

SUPERMEMBER



SUPERGEAR



Inspiration becomes reality! 

SUPERCIRCUS is the ideal platform for modern brand and 
product presentation.

Systematically separated, yet united. In the SUPERGEAR 
area, the portal offers a coherent and customary separation 
in the 5 main categories. 

Users reach the desired destination with one click. Within 
the selected category, the top products are immediately 
displayed in the typical SCR design with all functionalities. 
Pictures, videos, descriptive texts as well as audio exam-
ples are visible at a glance in the box.

With a further click, the user is then on the individually de-
signed product/brand page. Here, the user receives more 
comprehensive information as well as additional streams.

In addition, the editors will award the coveted
SUPERCIRCUS-STARS are awarded by the editorial team. 
This product recommendation is based on numerous fac-
tors by users and product specialists. 

In the Rating & Review module, national and international 
ratings are adopted and reproduced.

This area is rounded off by the consistent integration of 
SOCIALFEEDS in the respective channels.

SUPERBOX



SOCIALFEEDS

You don‘t feel like zapping through umpteen different channels and so-
cial media platforms?

And then you realise that although you follow your favourite brand or 
your favourite retailer, the really important information and news are not 
displayed.

 Well, the reason is quite simple: meta-algorithm.

That‘s why you get the full package here. Posts, news, links, everything 
that could interest you as a musician or user. After all, it‘s you who deci-
des what you want to see and read, not the Google or Facebook algo-
rithm.

And if you want to share it with your band colleagues or friends: It‘s easy: 
there‘s a „share button“ in the top right-hand corner of every post. Wel-
come to SUPERCIRCUS SOCIAL FEED!



We have rethought
SocialFeeds.

There is a principle in the big soccer-stadiums: 
United in the cause - Divided in the colours.

And it is precisely what moves everyone that 
we have put into a new form with the SUPER-
CIRCUS SOCIAL FEEDS.

Thematically prepared for each target group. 
Guitarists see the latest posts from the genre 
guitar, bass, amps, accessories. In real time.

Producers get information about studio and 
recording equipment.

This is how you can immerse yourself in „your“ 
world.
SUPERCIRCUS has a total of 6 moderated 
channels for this purpose.

In addition, there are channels of general 
interest. Large, superordinate portals, magazi-
nes like Billboard, Metal Hammer, etc. and, of 
course, the trade provide information about 
the market and the scene.

Thus, SUPERCIRCUS has created a whole new 
world, with individual channels that provide 
relevant information in a clear form in real time.



SUPERRADIO

Supercircus Radio is available on the web, as an 
app and in all common radio portals such as RA-
DIO.de, RADIOGUIDE.fm, PHONOSTAR.de and 
in the Magenta TV portal.

In modern cars, the media system recognises 
the player and integrates it without any prob-
lems.

We are integrated in the network providers and 
in most tariffs as audio streaming and therefore 
do not consume any additional data volume.

Radio is like streaming, JUST SEXIER!

Supercircus Radio is a nationwide radio station licensed by the Landesmedienanstalt Sachsen.
radio station. In the radio player, almost all tracks of the 24/7 broadcasting programme are 
accessible with the direct link to Spotify.

Best promotion for the songs in rotation.
The editorial and moderation team delivers the good-news from Monday to Friday.



In the age of digital communication, it is important to continue to 
have face-to-face encounters with people.
 
After all, we can never fully replace these interactions, as they provide 
the opportunity for exchange and networking that goes far beyond 
what is done online or over phone calls alone.
 
This need will contribute significantly to active „networking“ in a new 
guise, encouraging more interactions between people who might not 
otherwise cross paths.
 
SUPERRADIODAYS are more authentic and emotional than anything 
we have done before!

When designing our new events, we have the times of intense pre-
sentations especially in mind - authenticity paired with good storytel-
ling makes them exciting for all of us!
 
Events need real characters who engage their audience from start to 
finish; let‘s make this year one of your best yet together when you 
join us for one of our upcoming shows.

Let the good times roll!

SUPERRADIODAYS

FIRST SHOW:
COMING SOON



OFFICE | BROADCASTING:

Beringer GmbH
Augustusplatz 1 - 4
04109 LEIPZIG / Germany

contact(at)beringer-solutions.de

Tel +49 (0) 349 3823 6945

web: beringer-solutions.de
web: beringer-marketing.com
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